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Collocation for Singular Perturbation

Problems II: Linear First Order Systems

Without Turning Points

By U. Ascher* and R. Weiss**

Abstract. We consider singularly perturbed linear boundary value problems for ODE's with

variable coefficients, but without turning points. Convergence results are obtained for

collocation schemes based on Gauss and Lobatto points, showing that highly accurate

numerical solutions for these problems can be obtained at a very reasonable cost using such

schemes, provided that appropriate meshes are used. The implementation of the numerical

schemes and the practical construction of corresponding meshes are discussed.

These results extend those of a previous paper which deals with systems with constant

coefficients.

1. Introduction. In part I of this work [2] (hereinafter referred to as "Part I"), we

have considered the numerical solution of singularly perturbed boundary value

ordinary differential equations with constant coefficients. Our attention was focused

on symmetric collocation schemes, which include the midpoint (or box) and the

trapezoidal difference schemes as special cases. We have shown that such schemes

can be used to compute highly accurate numerical solutions at a very reasonable

cost, provided that appropriate meshes are used. Such a mesh consists, in general, of

three parts: Two fine grids near the boundaries, to cover the possible two-layer

regions, and a coarser grid in between.

Similar results for the variable coefficient case are obtained in Weiss [9] for the

trapezoidal and midpoint schemes. The eigenvalue of the "fast component" part of

the differential equations are assumed to stay away from the imaginary axis for all

values of the independent variable. Thus, in particular, turning points are excluded

from the discussion. In the passage from constant to variable coefficients, the

analysis had to be significantly extended.

In this paper we extend the results of the two papers mentioned above to include

convergence results for the collocation schemes based on Gauss and Lobatto points

for linear two-point boundary value problems which have a uniformly bounded

inverse and which are restricted as in [9]. Our convergence results are summarized in

Theorem 3.3. In addition, we describe an implementation of these schemes, discuss

practical mesh construction and demonstrate our results numerically. The ideas

presented here have been implemented in Spudich and Ascher [13].
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158 U. ASCHER AND R. WEISS

The general problem considered in this paper is of order n + m, with n equations

singularly perturbed,

(1.1) ey' = Axx(t, e)y + AX2(t, e)z + i,(/, e),

0 < /«; 1,

(1.2) z' = A2x(t, e)y + A22(t, e)z + f2(/, e),

plus the boundary conditions for x(/) = (JÖ)

(1.3) Bo(e)x(0) + Bx(e)x(l) = ß.

The assumption (2.3) below on the eigenvalues of Axx plus the other regularity

assumptions lead to the conclusion that the solution of (1.1)—(1.3) consists of a

smooth curve away from the boundaries, possibly connected at each end to the

boundary by a thin transition layer. As was pointed out in Part I, with Gauss or

Lobatto schemes these boundary layer solutions must be approximated accurately,

because otherwise layer errors would propagate throughout the entire interval of

integration. The meshes used for collocation thus consist of three parts: Two fine

grids near each boundary, with maximum mesh spacing hL ^ Ke for a suitable

constant K, connected to a much sparser mesh away from the boundaries with

minimum mesh spacing h » e. The determination of the sparse mesh is based on the

accuracy needed in the approximation of the reduced solution. A similar mesh

structure with a symmetric difference scheme for certain second order systems has

been considered in Kreiss [12]. The total number of mesh points N required to meet

a given error tolerance can be made to be independent of e.

The essential features of the convergence results, summarized in Theorem 3.3, are

as follows. Assume, for simplicity of presentation, that the coarse mesh segment

away from boundaries is uniform, with mesh spacing h » e. The error at mesh

points in the fast solution components y is uniformly estimated by

0(e + 8).

Here 8 is an error tolerance, which controls both the absolute error in layer regions

and the locations where matching between the fine mesh segments and the coarse

mesh in between takes place; e is the error of approximation away from layers in the

idealized situation where no error propagates from the boundary layers. For a given

8, the same layer meshes are constructed for a A:-stage Gauss scheme and for a

(k + l)-stage Lobatto scheme. However, while for the Lobatto scheme the usual

superconvergence order e = h2k is retained as e -» 0, for the Gauss scheme we only

get e = hk+q, q = 0 if k is even and q = 1 if k is odd. In addition, improved

estimates for the slow solution components z are obtained when, up to 0(e), the

boundary conditions (1.3) contain a subset of m linearly independent conditions

involving z alone. In this case, the superconvergence order 0(h2k) is retained both

with the /r-stage Gauss scheme and with the (A: + l)-stage Lobatto scheme, while the

contribution of the layer error to the global error bound is O(hS) for Lobatto

schemes, and a smaller 0(eh~l8) for Gauss schemes.

Of course, the mesh described above becomes highly nonuniform for very small e.

However, higher order collocation methods can handle such nonuniformity, see Part
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I and Ascher, Pruess and Russell [1]. Thus they are preferable to convergence

acceleration methods in this context.

Following a short section where some results on the analytic solution of (1.1)—(1.3)

are gathered for later use is Section 3, where the numerical schemes, their implemen-

tation and properties and the convergence results are presented. In Section 3.1 we

describe a careful implementation of the collocation schemes which uses local un-

knowns elimination (or condensation of parameters), resulting in a well-conditioned

system of linear equations (3.14), (3.16) of a familiar sparse structure, independent

of the order of the scheme. This implementation is used both for the analysis and for

the numerical calculations in following sections. The condition number of the matrix

is a modest O(N) and in particular is independent of e (cf. Theorem 6.2 of Part I).

Indeed, it is a good practice in actual computation to roughly estimate the

condition number of the above matrix for two values of e, say. If that condition

number seems to get large as e decreases, then something is "wrong": The mesh may

be inadequate, or (3.54) does not hold or, perhaps most commonly, the differential

problem is not well posed uniformly in e. How to deal with the latter two cases will

be discussed in a subsequent paper.

In Section 3.2 we consider a transformation of the dependent variables, needed for

the analysis. Whereas in Part I this transformation commutes with the collocation

operator, here it does not, and the resulting residue is shown to be sufficiently small

in norm so that it can be considered as a small perturbation in regions where the

mesh is dense, i.e. in boundary layer regions.

In Section 3.3 the mesh is described, together with the general collocation solution

decomposition on each of its three parts. Then, in Section 3.4, our convergence

results are stated. Theorem 3.1 summarizes the results for the layer regions near the

boundaries while Theorem 3.2 describes our results in the region away from the

boundaries. Theorem 3.3 then states the combined results of the previous two

theorems on the entire interval.

Sections 4 and 5 are devoted almost entirely to the proofs of Theorems 3.1 and

3.2, respectively. In Section 4 we also discuss the layer mesh construction and show

that the number of mesh points needed to achieve overall accuracy 8 for any e,

0 < e < ex, is 0(8'1/p), where p is the order of superconvergence of the method,

defined in (3.42). This, provided that the mesh defined in (3.46), (3.47) is used. If a

uniform layer mesh is used instead, then the number of mesh points needed is

0(-8'l/pln8). But the actual advantage of (3.46), (3.47) over a uniform layer mesh

is more significant than these bounds would indicate; see Table 4.2 of Part I.

It is interesting to note that, perhaps contrary to one's first intuition, the analysis

for the "long" interval away from the boundaries, where the solution varies slowly,

is much more gruelling than the analysis for the layer intervals, where the solution

varies very rapidly. In fact, the solution in the layer is dominated by a rapidly

decreasing exponential and so its form is very smooth and simple to approximate,

provided that we have a layer mesh with step sizes proportional to e, affecting a

stretching transformation. Indeed, it is the simple, exponential form of the layer

solution which enables us to come up with the a priori error equidistributing mesh

(3.46), (3.47), whereas in general such meshes can be constructed only adaptively.

Markowich and Ringhofer [6] had a similar success with problems on infinite

intervals.
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In Section 6, we seal this paper with a numerical example demonstrating our

theoretical results.

The extension of the analysis presented here to nonlinear problems of a similar

form is considered in [10], where nonlinear numerical examples are presented as

well.

2. Analytic Preliminaries. In this section we mention some analytic results needed

in the sequel and develop some notation. Since this section covers the same ground

as Section 2 of Weiss [9], we allow ourselves to omit some details here.

Consider the linear problem (1.1), (1.2) where Atj = Atj(t, e) and f, = f,(/, e) are

assumed, for simplicity, to be in C°°([0,1] X [0, e0j) for some e0 > 0, 1 < /', j < 2.

Further, assume that

(2.1) Axx(t,0) = E(t)A(t)E-l(t),

with £ g C°°[0,1],

(2.2) A(/) = diag{A1(/),...,X„(/)}

and

< 0,    z = 1,...,«.,

*e[0,l].

> 0,    i = n_+ \,...,n,

Let n+ := n - n_, and denote

A_(/) = diag{X1(0,...,An.(0}.      A+(0 = diag{A„ +1(/),...,A„(/)).

We wish to decouple the slow components z from the fast ones and to (almost)

diagonalize the remaining system for y. With L(t) a smooth solution to

(2.4) tU = -LAXX + e(A22L - LAX2L) + A2X

define the transformation

<"> (!)-(£ ï)(ï)-

(See [9] for justification.) The system (1.1)—(1.2) is then transformed into

(2.6) eu' - (A + eBn)u + Bx2v + gl,

(2.7) v' = B22y + g2,

where Bxx, BX2, B22,gx, g2 are smooth functions of / and e.

For the transformed system (2.6)-(2.7), a desirable representation of the solution

is obtained [5]: Writing it compactly as

(2.8) jîw = g

with
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and introducing the maps P_e R"-x" and /?+e R"+x" defined by

I xi\

(2.9) P_x =

lXn.+ l\

,     P + X ,     X =

l«     /

f*l\

\X«)

we have

Theorem 2.1. The system (2.8) subject to boundary conditions

(2.10) i>_u(0) = ti_g R"-,   />+u(l) = T)+eR"-,   v(0) = T|0 e Rm

has a unique solution which satisfies

(2.11) H < const(||g|| + h J + h+1| + ||t,0||),

provided that e is sufficiently small, 0 < e < e,. Also, for any q ^ 0 there is a particular

solution v/p(t) = (yp(i)) o/(2.8) which satisfies

(2.12) E
7=0

dJv/n

dtJ
< const,       0 < e < e,.    D

Now, define matrix solutions W_, W+ and W0 to the homogeneous problem (2.8)

with g = 0 as follows:

(i) W_= (u0-),U_e R"x"-, where [/.satisfies

ec/>(A + eBxx)U_,   P_U_ (0) = /,   />+i/(l) = 0,

(ii) W+= (u¿), í/+e R"Xn+, where Í/+ satisfies

eU'+= (A + eBxx)U+,   P_[/+(0) = 0,   P+í/+(l) = /,

(üi) W0 = (^), í/0 e R"Xm, V0 e RmXm, where

HWo = 0;    Vo(0) = I,   P_Uo(0) = S_(e),   P+U0(l) = S+(e),

and 5.G R"-Xm, S+e R"-*"1 can be chosen by Theorem 2.1 such that

(2.13)

9

E
y=0

rf^n

dr>
< const.

Then we obtain the desired representation of the general solution to (2.6)-(2.7):

Theorem 2.3. Any solution w o/(2.8) can be written as

(2.14) w = W_l_+ W+Í + + W¿0 + w„,

with £_e R"", £ + £ R"+ and £0 G Rm- The (smooth) particular solution satisfies (2.12),

and the matrices W_, W+ and W0, defined above, have the asymptotic expansions

(2.15)

W0(t)= LW0j(t)¿ + O(e«+l),

7 = 0

UM)' E U_j(t/e)¿ + 0(e«+l),
7 = 0

UM)=LU+J((t-l)/e)eJ+0(e"+l).
7 = 0
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From the expansions (2.15) it is clear that

P-U_0(t/e) = exp(A_(0)//e),       P+U.0(t/e) = 0.
(2.16)

¿>+L/+0((/-l)/e) = exp(A + (l)(/-l)/e),       P.U+Q(t/e) = 0.   D

Consider now the linear boundary value problem (1.1)—(1.3). The boundary

conditions are transformed by (2.5) into a similar form for w(0) and w(l), and

substituting the representation (2.14) into these boundary conditions, we get

(2.17) M(eK = ß(e),

where Ç = (£_, £+, £0)r and the matrix M has the expansion

(2.18) M(e)= £ MjtJ + 0(eq+l).

7 = 0

We assume that M0 is nonsingular. This is equivalent to assuming that the boundary

value problem (1.1)—(1.3) is well posed, i.e. for e small enough

(2.19) < const +

with the constant independent of e.

It is clear that the preceding representation of the general solution of (2.8) can be

made analogously on any interval [_/, t] c [0,1] with the solution matrices ap-

propriately defined. In particular, in (2.15), (2.16), / would replace 0 and / would

replace 1. Denoting by ([/_)/ and (U+)¡ the /th columns of U_ and U+ we get

(2.20)

(2.21)

dj{U_),

dtJ

dJ{U+),

dt>

< const e"y[exp{re(X,(/))(/ - t)/t) + 0(e)],

/</</,/ = 1,...,«_,y = 0,1,..

$ const £";[exp{re(X/(/"))(/ - t)/e) + 0(e)],

_/</</",/= n_+ l,...,n,j = 0,1,., .,q.

3. Numerical Solutions and Their Convergence.

3.1. The Numerical Schemes and Their Implementation. In Section 3 of Part I we

have presented some classes of collocation methods and discussed their equivalent

Runge-Kutta formulation and some of their properties. Here we mention only some

of these details again and rely on familiarity with Part I for the rest.

A collocation procedure under consideration is completely determined in terms of

k points (k > \),

(3.1) 0<Pl < •••  <pk^l,

which we take to be either Gauss or Lobatto points, and a mesh

A:0 = /! </2 < ■••  < tN<tN+x = 1,
(3.2)

hi:=tl + x-tl,       1 < i < TV,       h := max {A,-, 1 < / < N).
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On a given mesh A, the collocation solution

to (1.1)—(1.3) is a continuous piecewise polynomial vector function of degree at most

k satisfying the boundary conditions (1.3) and the differential equations (1.1), (1.2)

at the collocation points

(3.3) tu:= t, + hlP],       i = \,...,N,j = \,...,k.

Inside each subinterval [/,, /, + 1], the polynomials yA(/) and zA(/) can be represented

in terms of the values

(3-4) y, := yA(/,),      z, := zA(/,),        1 < / < N + 1,

y,7 := va(hj).    z,7 := -a('v)'       1 < i < #, 1 <./ < *

(strictly speaking, for Lobatto points some additional derivative values are required

as well), which satisfy the difference equations

k

(3-5) T-(y„ - y,) = E âjAxx(tu, e)y,7 + AX2(tu, e)z,7 + fx(t,,)),„   \3ij       3,)        ¿-"jl\
1 = 1

1 <y < k,

1 k

(3.6) -(z,7 - z,) = £ a,,(,421(fl7, e)y,7 + ¿l22(/;7, e)z,7 + f2(/,7)).

"' /=i

For Lobatto points, pk = 1 and Pl = 0. Thus y/+1 = yik, z,+1 = zik and Eqs. (3.5),

(3.6) are trivial for / = 1. For Gauss points, pk < 1, px > 0, and we extend the range

of j in (3.5), (3.6) to include^' = k + 1 as well, with y, + 1 = yLk + x, z,+1 = zik+1 and

âk + lj = b¡, I = 1,... ,k; see Section 3 of Part I for the definitions of the constants

aß, b¡, as well as the matrices Â and A used later.

In the sequel, we shall adhere to the following notational convention, used already

above. The collocation approximation to a function \p(t) is denoted by *pA(t). Its

values at mesh points are »//,, 1 < i < N + 1, and those at collocation points are \p¡j,

1 < /' < N, 1 <j < k. Also, \|/ will denote the vector formed by the restriction of

\p(t) to A U {tu; 1 < j< 7Y, 1 <7< k}. Furthermore, c, K and cp j = 0,1,2,...

will denote constants independent of e and A.

Next, we describe a particular, careful implementation of the collocation schemes

which is used both for the numerical calculations reported in Section 6 and for the

analysis in Section 5. The differential equations (1.1), (1.2) are written as one system

(3.7) x' = A(t)x + î(t),

for which the numerical method is written in Runge-Kutta form

k

(3.8) x, + 1 = x, + h, E 6j¥,j,       1 < / < N, 1 <y < k,
7 = 1

/ k \

(3.9) W,j = x'Mu) = A(tu)xij + t{t,j) = A(tu) x, + h, L ûj,¥u   + i(t„).
\ /=i        /
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The unknowns F;/ (or x,--) for each interval [/,, ti+1] are local and can be

eliminated locally. (This is sometimes referred to as "condensation of

parameters"—see Ascher, Pruess and Russell [1].) We choose to locally eliminate the

F) ■ in case that pk < 1, and the \¡¡ in case that pk = 1. These choices avoid

unnecessary loss of digits due to cancellation error, as can be readily verified for the

exampley' = y/e + 1/e with 0 < e «c 1.

Consider Gauss points first. Equations (3.9) can be written as (n + m)k linear

equations

(3.10)

where

(3.11)

F, - (F;1,...,Fl7<)  ,

A'a)

CA =

R,. - Cjl, + f„

i«ta)\

(3.12) / = /

A'.k).

ânA(tiX)      âX2A(tiX)

à2xA(ti2)      â22A(ti2)

'('/*)

âikA(tiX)

àiMa)

âkkAhk)àklA(tik)     .

= I - h,DA(Â ® I),

in which / stands for an identity matrix of the appropriate dimension (n + m or

(n + m)k) and DA = diag( A(tiX),... ,A(tik)}. (The dependence on / is suppressed in

CA and DA.) Introducing for notational purposes the(« + m)x(n + m)k matrix

5= [bxI,...,bkl],

x,+1 = r,x,-+ g,.,     i < / < n,

(3.13)

we can write (3.8) as

(3.14)

where

(3.15) T^I + h.ÊJ-'Q,       g^h.BJ/H,.

The difference equations (3.14) together with the boundary equations correspond-

ing to (1.3)

(3.16) Bfa + BxxN+x = ß

form a set of (N + 1)(« + m) linear equations for the solution values at the mesh

points, whose size and structure are independent of k.

For Lobatto points we perform a similar elimination of local parameters, but now

our parameters are x, = xjX,xi2,...,Xj k^x,xik = x,+1. Instead of (3.8), (3.9) we

write, as in (3.5), (3.6),

*

(3.17) l/h,(xij - x,) = E aj,(A(ta)xa + f(/„)),       2 <y < k,
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and this can be written as (n + m)(k - 1) linear equations

(3.18)

where

(3.19)

(3.20)

JjXj - R,,

ü     \T

k

R,7 = [/ + hiâjXA(t,)\xi + /z,. £ <$/(/„),

1 = 1-h,

â22A(ti2)--- â2kA(tik)

àk2A{ti2)--- âkkA(tlk)

= I-ht(A®I)DA,

where DA = diag(^l(/,2),...,A(tik)} and where ^4 is a nonsingular matrix, as in

(3.14) of Part I.

Since pk = 1, xi+1 is obtained as the last n + m rows of ^_1R,. Partitioning jj"1

into blocks of size (n + m) X (n + m), J~l = ((^"1)//)y,/_2> we get difference

equations of the form (3.14) where now, instead of (3.15),

k k k

(3.21) r,- E(•£•%[/+ *Ai^('i)].    ír*,Z(^)t,Eaü.
/=2 /=2 5=1

An advantage of the difference equations (3.14), (3.16), obtained both for Gauss

and for Lobatto points, is that, even when some rows of A(t) of (3.7) depend on 1/e

and e «: h¡, the components of T, and g, remain bounded and are constructed

accurately.

3.2. Transformation of Variables. Consider the linear problem (1.1)—(1.3) and the

transformed system (2.6), (2.7). Since the latter has a structure more amenable to

analysis, we will rely on it in parts of our treatment. However, we stress that the

actual numerical procedure is applied to (1.1), (1.2) and not to (2.6), (2.7).

In the constant coefficient case, the operators of collocation and the transforma-

tion (2.5) commute. Here they do not, in general. Thus, if we define vector functions

uA(/),vA(/)by

(3.22) RHÏ ?)(£)•
then uA,vA collocate the transformed equations, but are not necessarily piecewise

polynomials of degree at most k. Correspondingly, applying the transformation

(3.22) to the difference equations (5.5), (3.6), we obtain

k

(3.23) f (u,.,. - u,) = E á;,{[A(/l7) + ^ii('„)k/ + BX2(tu)yu + gl(/l7)}
"i l=\

+ AiRo> 1 < / < N,

(3.24)
1 * 1

T-(V,7 - V,) =   E M*22('«K + =2('//)}  + I-S'V
"i /=1 "/
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where e//i,R,7 and l/h¡Su consist of linear operators acting on u,7,vl7, / = l,...,k

for Lobatto points and / = l,...,k + 1 for Gauss points, and inhomogeneities. We

now show that their norms are 0(h¡), and so they can be dealt with as small

perturbations when h¡ is small.

Lemma 3.1. For each i, 1 < i < N,

/e/A,.R,\
(3-25) 1/Ä.S   I = M*olu«'-"'U'?;v'i'---'v<?J

+ ^ij[gMil),...,gx(tiq), g2(/(1),. •• ,g2(r„)] ),

where <>,■ -, \|/, 7 are bounded linear operators,

ll*J'll+J<c'       l*i<N,l*j<q,

with q = kfor Lobatto points, q = k+lfor Gauss points.   D

Those readers who wish to skip the proof of this lemma can do so without loss of

continuity.

Proof. Writing u'A(/) and vA(/) in terms of their polynomial interpolants of order k

on[/„/,+1], we get

■4(0 = E iMLjl '-¡M + ¿tf+1><r,) ñ (t - hj),    i, < s, < /,+1,
; = 1 \       "i       I "•" 7 = 1
E«A(^)^(V£)+Fu^+1)(?')n

7 = 1 \      "i     I        "•' 7 = 1

where L ■ are the Lagrange polynomials. Integrating,

u,, - u, = h, i vtM„)áj, + ¿r/'witf+1U) ñ(' - ',/) *

and so, by (3.23),

(3.26) R,, = 7^ fH*+1U)ñ(<-',,)*,
K- ■'/,■ /=i

with a similar expression for S,- -, vA replacing uA.

Next, since yA and zA are polynomials of degree at most k on [/,, //+1], by the

transformation (3.22),

(3.27) ua*+1>(t) = £ (* + 1)(£-1(t))<'^*+1-'>(t).
p = 1

/, <t<*i+1,

(3.28) va<*+1>(t) = -e Z(k + 1)lW(t)jSÍ*+1-"(t)
x=i

and

(3.29) ey<'>(T) = .^(AW) - E^)|^(^)
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Replacing the vectors eyA(/;/) through the collocation equations (3.9) and the

transformation (3.22), and substituting into (3.27), (3.28), we obtain

(3.30) |itf+1>| <*,-*/£,       |vA(*+1)|| <&,<;>,

(3.31) * = cft7*iiiax{||uv||, IKJ»ï«i(*v)I»|«â('*y)||. * <J < <?}■

Finally, substituting (3.30), (3.31) into (3.26) and the corresponding expression for

S,,, the desired result (3.25) is obtained.   Q.E.D.

3.3. The Mesh and the Decomposition of Numerical Solutions. The meshes consid-

ered in this paper have the following structure. Near the boundaries, the step sizes h¡

are comparable to e. Specifically, there are given numbers 0 < 7V0, Nx < N and

constants K0, Kx, such that

(332) h,^KQe,    i = l,...,N0,

[ '    ' ht^Kxe,     /'= N - Nx + 1,...,N.

In between, much larger step sizes may be used, i.e. h, » e, i = N0 + 1,... ,7V - Nx.

We will assume for convenience of notation that h, the largest step size, occurs away

from the boundaries. Such a mesh is depicted in Figure 1 below.

u     -  * 1      Nn + ! N-N,+l .,xl
index of meshpoint        ,'        u I N+l

ti , (V-lX-,_,_(ç- ■■■"■■ *.-» t
t=cTh ^ ^?i * \t=i

index of meshspacing        1    hNQ + 1 N-N,     hM_M Al ^h

Figure 1 : The mesh

0 + ' """I     "H-Hj+1        "N

For brevity of notation we set / = 7V0 + 1, /' = N - Nx + 1 and write

(3.33) i,= r0e,     /,-=i-rl£.

Our next step is to write down a decomposition representation to the discrete

solution of (3.23), (3.24), similar to the representation (2.14) for the analytic solution.

Moreover, we write down such a representation for each of the three parts of the

mesh.

We write the system (3.23), (3.24), in analogy to (2.8) as

(3.34a) (tfwA)(/„) = g(/,.,),      j = \,...,q,i = \,...,N,

or in shorthand as

(3.34b) Hg,L = gA,

where wA(/) = ("*//)) is in the class SA of functions defined by (3.22) with yA(/), zA(/)

continuous piecewise polynomial vector functions of degree at most k. Let

(3.35) W?M) n(n + m)Xns / p   [/ /     1
v£{t)j '     'e^°''w'J

be matrix-valued functions with columns in class 5A. Here 5 stands for -, + or 0,

n0 := m, M stands for I, II or III, to denote the three mesh regions considered, and

so I0 = 1, lx = i = II0, IIj = i = III0, HIj = N+l.

On the interval [0, 70e]: Define W¿s, wA e 5A as follows (omitting the superscript

I):

(3.36a)      tfAWA_=0,   Pi/A_(0) = /,   P+í/A_(T0e) = 0,    FA_(0) = 0;
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(3.36b)    //AirA+=0,   Pi/A+(0) = 0,   P+U&+(T0e) = I,    VA+(0) = 0;

(3.36c)      /YAWAO = 0,   Pt/AO(0) = S_(e),   ¿Vt^e) =/VlU^e),

^ao(o) = /;

(3.36d)   i/AwPA = gA,   PuPA(0) = P_u,(0),   P+uPà(T0e) = P+uP(T0e),

vM(0) = v,(0).

The general solution of (3.34) on the left layer mesh is written formally as

(3.37) w¿ = W¿M + W¿+1\+ WX + W;A,

with^eRn-,ííheR',+,SIeRm.

On the interval [1 - Txe, 1]: In precise analogy to the above, define W™ and w/A,

again omitting superscripts:

(3.38a)   H^_= 0,   Pi/A.(l - 7» = I,   i\t/A_(l) - 0,    KA_(1 - Tie) = 0;

(3.38b)   HJV&+=0,   P_í/A+(l-rl£) = 0,   P+i/A+(l) = /,    FA+(1 - Txe) = 0;

(3.38c)    FA = 0,   />_ 1/^(1 - Txe) = P_U0(1 - Txe),

P+[/A0(l) = S+(e),    FA0(1 - lie) = K0(l - Tie),

(3.38d)   i/AwPA = gA,   P uPA(l - Txe) = P_uP(l - 7\e),

P+uPA(l) = P+uP(l),   y^l - r,e) = vP(l - Txe).

The general solution of (3.34) on the right layer mesh is written formally as

(3.39) wAm = WffiP + Hffi? + WJX11 + <,
with Çm e R", £m e R"+, J1" e Rm.

On the interval [T0e,l - Txe]: Define W¿1, W$ and w/A as follows: Let Y0(t),

Z0(/) be obtained from U0(t), V0(t), via the (inverse) transformation (2.5). Then

I^11 and W¿1 are obtained via this transformation (3.22)

from A¿ = and   A^
\ ^i / \ ^AO

respectively, which are defined as follows:

(3.40a)   AA and AA0 satisfy the homogeneous equations (3.8), (3.9) with f = 0.

(3.40b) yA(7oe) = 7,       ZA(ro<0 = 0;

(3.40c) yAO(roe) = YQ(T0e),       ZA0(T0e) = Z0(TQe).

The particular solution w/A is defined, e.g., by

(3.40d) %fi = gA,       wrt(r0«) - MV)-

The general solution of (3.34) on the long interval away from the layers is written

formally as

(3.41) < = Wftn + Wßtf + wÄ,

with5IIeR",^1eRm.

3.4. Convergence Results. Below we state the various results regarding the conver-

gence of the numerical methods, culminating in Theorem 3.3. The proofs for those

results which have not been given elsewhere are contained in the next two sections.
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(3-42)

Denote by p the " regular" superconvergence order of the schemes under considera-

tion, i.e.

p = 2k for a fc-stage Gauss scheme,

= 2(k - 1)    for a /c-stage Lobatto scheme.

Also, define the seminorms on collocation solutions,

(3.43a) ||*JA:= max{||^,||; 1< i < N+ l),

(3.43b) ||*JC:= max{||^.J; 1 *i<N,l<j<k},

where the vector norms used are maximum norms. Thus ||\[/A|| = max{||^A||A, H^aIL }-

Also lli/'JI^, ll^llc^ wm denote the seminorm where the range of / in (3.43) is

restricted to M0 < / < Af,, M = I, II or HI. For a matrix whose columns are

collocation solutions, a maximum on the column norms is taken.

For the "short" intervals [0, /,] and [/,-, 1] we have

Theorem 3.1. (a) The solution representations (3.37) and (3.39) are valid (i.e. their

components can be computed in a stable way).

(b) With hL the maximum step size in the layers (hL < emax(Ä"0, Kx) by (3.32)),

the "smooth " components satisfy

I^AO ^oIIa' II ̂A0        ̂ oIlA  ' W^Pb       W/>   IIa> llWPA        W/>IIa    ̂  C^L-(3-44)

(c) The auxiliary solution components in the layers (for which there are no counter-

parts in the exact solution decomposition) satisfy

lon_x„^

(3.45)    W¿+(T0e) + 0(e),        W™(1 - Txe) =
ILn-xn- ' + 0(e).

I    0
o    /

(d) For a given accuracy tolerance 8, 8 > ce, the layer meshes can be constructed as

follows: With

p.:= max(|\7(0)|,y = 1,...,«_},        v := minl-re^^O)),./ = 1,...,«.} > 0,

define

„   V/p
(3.46) hx:= -

PK
81/",

1   v
ht := hi_xexp{ - -ht_x}    untilti+x > T0e,(3.47)

where cy is a known constant (cf. Part I) and

(3.48) To-'
,-\ lnS|

The right end layer is constructed in  an  analogous  way,  depending on X7(l),

j = n_+ 1,...,«. 77ien

(3.49a) i4I-(O = (exp(A0(0)i'A)) + o(ô),

V¿M¡) = £0(8),       l<i</,
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The proof of this theorem is given in Section 4. We note that the assumption

5 > ce is not essential, see Section 6, it just leads to a simpler presentation of the

results.

For the "long" interval [/,, /-] we have

Theorem 3.2. Let

k := e/r1,      h := min{ h,;i </'</},

(3-50> i*    •*-      V,-lk:= (/ -i)K > e L h¡ .
; = ;

(a) TTie solution representation (3.41) « valid for e sufficiently small such that k < c,

where c is a constant of order 1.

(b) The first n fundamental solution components satisfy

0(k),
i < i < /,(3.51a) ^II(O = (-l)M'"-)(£"10(O)+lo(K-)

/or Gauss points and

(3.51b) WA»(/,) = (-if+lx,--°( A'H'JS-H'Mi^))

+ U))'    -,<,<l'

/or Lobatto points.

(c) Define the error e as follows: For a k-stage Gauss scheme, e:= hk and, if k is

odd and the mesh is locally almost uniform, i.e.,

(3.52) hi+x = h¡(l + 0(h¡))   for all i odd or all i even,

then e:= hk+1. For a k-stage Lobatto scheme e:= Khp + ehki, and, if k is even and

the mesh is locally almost uniform, then e = Khp + ehk. Also, if the slow components z

are absent from (1.1), (1.3), then K = 0.

Then we have

(3.53a) ||w» - Wp|", || W& - w£ < ce

and, for the slow components, also

(3.53b) ||v» - vJ|'A, ¡V£ - V0(l < chp,

II    ,i     „ ,, Tl

(3.53c) hlp\-Zp\\i,\\Z"o-Zo\\<,<c(hP + ee)-   □

The proof of this theorem is given in Section 5.

The central theorem, summarizing our effors for linear problems with variable

coefficients, follows:
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Theorem 3.3. Assume that the boundary value problem (1.1)—(1.3) is well posed,

uniformly for 0 < e < e0, and denote the solution byx(t) = (J$). Assume further that

I    D   C-l

(3.54) det
PE-\0)'     , # 0.

Then for 0 < e < ex there are positive constants c0, 50, h0 and k0 such that for any 8,

0 < c0e < 5 < ô0, and any mesh A = A(e) satisfying (3.46), (3.47), and similar conditions

at the right end layer, k < k0 and h < h0, the k-stage collocation scheme based on

Gauss or Lobatto points has a unique solution xA(/) which satisfies

(3.55a) ||xA - x||A < c(e + fi),

where e is defined in part (c) of Theorem 3.2.

Further, the following improved estimates hold for the slow components when, up to

0(e), the boundary conditions (1.3) contain a subset of m linearly independent condi-

tions involving z alone. For Gauss schemes,

(3.55b) ||zA-z||A<c(/i/' + ü(e + 8)),

while for Lobatto schemes

(3.55c) \\zi,-z\\^c(hp + h(e + 8)).

The proof of Theorem 3.3 is similar in essence to that of Theorem 5.3 in Weiss [9],

so we only give a detailed outline here.

Proof Outline for Theorem 3.3. The basic task is to patch together the solution

representations (3.37), (3.41) and (3.39) on the three segments of the mesh. The

problem in transformed variables (3.23), (3.24) (or (3.34) for short) is considered,

first under the boundary conditions

(3.56) P_Ul = T|.e R»,   P+U;v+1 = T|+eR"+,   Vl = n0 e Rm.

This corresponds to the differential problem (2.8), (2.10) which Theorem 2.1

guarantees to be well-behaved for any given parameter vectors i\_, i)+ and t)0.

Thus, the 3(n + m) components of the parametric representations (3.37), (3.41)

and (3.39), i.e. of ^ := ($i, ft, V0, V\ S"> Lra, S?, So1"), are fixed by the 3(n + m)
linear equations consisting of (3.56) plus the matching conditions

(3.57) wi(0 = itf (/,),       wAn('f) = <l(tF).

In analogy to (2.11), the resulting 3(« + m) x 3(n + m) constraint matrix should

have a uniformly bounded inverse for 8, h and k sufficiently small. Theorems 3.1 and

3.2 furnish us with information on the structure of key blocks of this matrix in

(3.45), (3.49) and (3.51). Examining the resulting structure, it becomes apparent that

the principal part of the constraint matrix is nonsingular if and only if the matrix

f P.E-'Ut) \
\P+E-l(tf)j

is nonsingular. The condition for the latter to hold uniformly in e is (3.54).

Now Theorem 2.3 guarantees that the exact solution w(/) has a decomposition

similar to that of the discrete problem, with a parameter vector Ç corresponding to
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fA. Up to exponentially small terms,

£ = U-,<Uo><U0,ru+,s0),

with Ç_, l+, £0 determined by (2.17). The stability of the constraint matrix plus the

convergence results of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 imply that

(3.58) ||Ç-H<c(e + S).

Further, considering only those blocks of the constraint matrix which pertain to

the smooth solution components and using (3.49), (3.51), (3.53b) and (3.58), we

obtain for Gauss schemes

(3-59) \\t0-S»\\^c(hp + K(e + 8)),

and for Lobatto schemes

(3.60) \\Ío-Ío,\\<c(hp + h(e + 8)),

M = I, II, III. Combining (3.58)-(3.60) with (3.44), (3.45), (3.49), (3.51) and (3.53)

yields the estimates (3.55a) for w instead of x and (3.55b, c) for v instead of z, for the

special set of boundary conditions (3.56). Representing w in terms of t|_, t|+, t)0 and

returning to the original variables

■«-KM-- !)(K
the parameters i\_, r\+, t|0 are determined such that the original boundary conditions

are satisfied, leading to (3.55a, b, c) and completing the proof of Theorem 3.3.

4. Boundary Layer Regions. In this section we consider the linear problem (1.1),

(1.2) on the subinterval [0, T0e], where a fine mesh satisfying (3.32) is assumed.

Analogous results hold for the subinterval [1 - Txe, 1]. Let

(4.1) hL:= max{A„l < i <W0}.

Following Weiss [9] we consider the transformed system (2.6)-(2.7) for an easier

analysis.

4.1. Stability and Convergence Results for Smooth and Auxiliary Solution Compo-

nents. First, consider one equation

(4.2) ey' = \y+f,       0 < / < T0e,

with re(A(/)) < -X < 0 and X(t) is piecewise constant: A(/) = A(/,), /, < / < /, + 1.

From (3.5) we get for Gauss points

(4.3) y^y. + j LaAHt,)», + /(/,)],    i<;<*.
i=i

So, eliminating the local unknowns y¡¡ and substituting into the corresponding

expression for j>, + 1, we get (see Part 1, Section 4)

M^\+V
MO*.

a\ â +1 f,.

where f, = (/(/„),... ,f(tlk))T, 1 = (1,... ,lf e R*, and

(4.5) ytf) = 1 + fi^r1/ - Â)-l\
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is the growth factor. The matrix Ç lI — A  is nonsingular for all f satisfying

re(0 < 0.
Solving the recurrence relation (4.4), we get

i

(4-6)   y,+x =

where

M'/)*/
riY.

i
>r + 7 E

7 = 0

n yMt,)h,
h     ÍT f

ÍT   := V - A\   A +I
X(t,)h,

is a bounded vector by (3.32). Now, since the method is ^-stable, we have

(4.7a) hr(f)l<l,       re(O<0.

Furthermore, since y'(0) = 1, it follows that for any set 5 of the form

Ss5(a„a2,j8) = {?|0<|?|<j8,| + a1<argf < ^ " "2

with ax, a2 > 0, ax + a2 ^ it, ß < oo, there is a positive constant jU = /¿(a,, a2, ß)

such that

(4.7b)

By (3.32).

|y(f)| < e**n,       feS.

M*/)*/l
\Hti)\K0^ß

for some well-defined constant ß of moderate size. Using (4.7b), we get

X(t,)h,n y
l-i-j+l

^ e-M*i/f = g-C^Cz+i-'i+l-y)/«

l-i-j + 1

and

/-i

n r M'/)*/
•-j

i-i

If Vt*(''+1_,)/íí&< -4r.
'il M

So, substituting in (4.6), we get

Lemma 4.1. W'Tie« applying a Gauss or a Lobatto difference scheme to (4.2), with

hj < K0e, 1 </ < /, the following stability result holds:

(4-8) b,+il<bil + c||/1,
w/iere

(4-9) c = (A/i)     max ||(U|.   D
1 «7 « (

Note that we have proved the lemma above only for Gauss points. However, it is

straightforward to show that a similar result is obtained also for the Lobatto points.
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This is the desired stability result for one equation. Next, consider the differential

system (2.6)-(2.7) and its corresponding collocation discretization (3.23)-(3.24).

Theorem 4.1. The difference equations (3.23), (3.24), subject to the boundary

conditions

(4.10) P_Ul = r,_e R"-,   P+u,. = T,+eR"+,   Vl• = n0 e W,

have a unique solution uA, vA which satisfies

(4.11) RU, ||vA1 < K { h_ || + |h+1| + hou + ||gc||},

provided that e is small enough, 0 < e < e0.

Note: e0 is sufficiently small to enable a contraction argument below and depends

on the bounds in Lemma 3.1 and on max0<tssT £||A'(t)||. (To recall, by uc we mean

the restriction of uA(t) to the mesh points plus the collocation points. )

Proof. We consider the case for Gauss points; the case for Lobatto points is

treated similarly. Our strategy is to consider first the simplified difference equations

(4.12) -L(u,,-U/)= EMA(i>,7 + fi(',/)},
' i=i

k l^j^k + 1,

(4.13) !(▼,, - v,) = E M*22(/,7)vi7 + g2('//)},
' l=\

where ix(tü) := gx(tu) + BX2(tu)vu, and to treat the difference between (4!2)-(4!3)

and (3.23)-(3.24) as a perturbation term of order hL.

The components {v,--} in (4.13), (4.10) are now completely separated from the

components {u,- •}. For vA(/) the usual theory applies. This is a Runge-Kutta scheme

for a nonstiff initial value problem, and certainly for e small and hL satisfying (3.32),

vA(/) exists and satisfies

(4.14) l|v1l<c{||T,0|| + ||g2||}.

Now, for (4.12) note that since A(/) is diagonal, the vector system decouples into

n scalar components, so Lemma 4.1 can be applied to each equation separately. For

each of the first n_ components we can apply the estimate (4.8) directly, since

re(\ ■(*/)) < 0, 1 </ < n_. For the last n+ components, re(\y(/,-)) > 0, and we have

to reverse the direction of integration, from right to left. Thus, for such a compo-

nent, (4.8) is changed to read

(4.15) \y,\<M + 4f%

which is compatible with the end conditions (4.10). We obtain that the difference

equations (4.12) subject to (4.10) possess a solution uA satisfying

(4.16) KIIA<h-ll + lh+ll + c||fill

<lh-ll + lh+ll + ci{llgAll + lho Hl-
it is now easy to show a similar result for u(/ by expressing them in terms of u, using

(4.12).
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This completes the treatment of the major part of the difference operator. Now,

the equations (4.12)-(4.13) differ from (3.23)-(3.24) by terms of order h¡ (or e) only,

and a standard perturbation argument completes the proof.   Q.E.D.

Now, with the stability result (4.11) and the linearity of the problem, part (a) of

Theorem 3.1 easily follows. Next, consider the "smooth" components WM(t) and

W/,A(/). These correspond to the components in the exact solution decomposition

which vary slowly across the boundary layer region. Substitution of WA0 - W0 and

wPA - wP into (4.11) immediately yields that

(4.17) \m40 »sil.W,FA
- Wi 0(e),VII < chL

and this is really all we need. However, more can be obtained by applying the

standard collocation analysis (Russell [7], Weiss [8]) to the original variables (i.e.,

analyzing the error in (3.5), (3.6)). After transforming back to w, part (b) of Theorem

3.1 is obtained.

Consider part (c) of Theorem 3.1. We write

(4.18) W¿+=F+G,   F

' 0

F,

0

\

with F satisfying the homogeneous equations (4.12), (4.13), subject to

(4.19) F(tt) =
10]
I

0/

and G is the rest. The difference equations for F are again decoupled, and so

/1-stability immediately implies that F is bounded. We now have to show that G is

small. But comparing (3.36b) with what F satisfies, it is apparent that G satisfies the

difference equations (3.23), (3.24), with inhomogeneous terms of size 0(e + hL) =

0(e) and under homogeneous boundary conditions as in (3.36b). Using stability,

part (c) of Theorem 3.1 is proven.

4.2. Mesh Selection in the Layer Regions. In Section 4.1 we have shown parts

(a)-(c) of Theorem 3.1. Here we treat the dominant components of the solution

decomposition, W¿_(0- Analogous results for W^t) will be omitted.

First, consider one homogeneous equation with constant coefficients,

(4.20) ey' = Xy,       y(0) = 1,

with the solution y(t) = exp(A//e), and denote X:= -re(X) > 0. In Part I it was

shown that, given a tolerance 5 < 1, the following mesh generates an approximation

accurate to within this tolerance,

(4.21) h  ■= — c 8l/p

(1 x

v= |A|K

wp

(4.22)      /!,:= hi_xexp{^- 7V1} = hxexp{- -/
\p e P  e

2,...,/V0

Here cy is a known constant depending only on p, and 7V0 is determined so that

tN +1 > T0e > tN . Since we would like the contribution of the fast decaying solution
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to be below 8 on the "long" interval [/,, /-], it is natural to set T0 so that

expi —r0el = 5,

i.e.

(4-23) r0 = |(-ln«).

Note that the mesh defined by (4.21), (4.22) satisfies (3.32) because its steps are

monotonically increasing and /¡, = ecp/\X\. Also, beyond /, the mesh becomes much

sparser, depending only upon the accuracy needs for the reduced solution. Thus, the

magnitude of \y(t¡)\ is propagated essentially undamped by the numerical scheme

outside the layer region.

Next we let X in (4.20) vary as in (4.2), i.e. X(t) = X(/,),/,</< ti+x. Then (cf.

Part I, Section 4.2)

'     (\(ti)hi\        '     (X(0)hA
(4.24) ^1 = nr(-^) = nir(-^) + «„

where

It is easily verified that

(4.26) ¡Ä, | < ce,

provided that e(ln5)2 is bounded by a constant, see [9, Lemma 4.1], Thus the mesh

(4.21), (4.22) with A(0) replacing À yields an approximation of exp(A(0)//e) to

within 0(8) + 0(e), establishing (3.49a) for the case of one equation.

Turning to the differential system (2.6), (2.7), we once again consider the dif-

ference equations (3.23), (3.24) as an 0(e) perturbation of (4.12), (4.13). The

homogeneity and boundary conditions of (3.36a) plus the decoupling of (4.13) from

(4.12) clearly imply that VAJ[t) = 0 and P+ t/A_(/) = 0. Also, for each of the first n_

components, the previous result for one equation applies, provided that the mesh in

(4.21), (4.22) is chosen accordingly. Taking the most stringent of these choices will

produce 0(8) accuracy for all fast components. This is clearly achieved by the

choice (3.46), (3.47). The result (3.49) for the slow components is easily obtained by

applying standard collocation theory. Part (d) of Theorem 3.1 is then proven and

hence, the proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete.

The practical importance of using the mesh (3.46), (3.47) instead of, say, a

uniform mesh has been demonstrated in Table 4.2 of Part I. We now supplement

this by some a priori estimates of N0, the number of mesh points needed in the layer.

Theorem 4.2. Asymptotically, for e and 8 small,

(4.27) N0 = 0(8~l/p).   U

Note that in (4.27) N0 is independent of e. Also, a uniform mesh with T0 given by

(4.23) would yield 7V0 = 0(8~l/p(-ln8)).

(4.25) R = Y\y
7 = 1

Mo)/!,
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Proof. It is sufficient to consider (4.21), (4.22). Then

u      V u ,u       l   V i.       MM      !   (T°*      Í   !  * \ j
*o = E VA, = ̂  E *,«P(-- 7*,j - ^ /o    exp|-- 7/| A

A^

XT0

Substituting (4.23) for T0 and (4.21) for hx,

(4.28) 7Y0*f JM(Ä-i/, _ !) „ IM^-ig-i/p

This proves our claim.   Q.E.D.

Further, the constants cp of (4.21) can be shown to increase as p is increased (see

Part I for |cy|). Thus, the estimate (4.28) also indicates that for a given accuracy 8, N0

decreases as p (or k) is increased. Note that cp also reflects a relative efficiency of

higher-order methods for problems where the eigenvalues have significant imaginary

parts.

The mesh (3.46), (3.47) may be more demanding than necessary in case that

eigenvalues of different magnitude are present in A_(z). At a given /, 0 < / < T0e,

the eigenvalue which imposes the smallest step size is the one for which the

magnitude of the pth derivative of the solution, (\X\/e)pexp{-Xt/e), is largest.

Thus, if for instance, |A,| = max{|A-|, / = l,...,n_), then we can use (4.21) with

A:= Xx in place of (3.46) and then construct the mesh using (4.22) (with X:= A,)

until/,+1 > /,, where

, „ , „ re(A,) - re(A,)
(4.29) tx := min{tXj; tXj > O},       /,, := ep      ¿|V^      .

Then, in case that tx < T0e, switch to X:= X, where / gives the minimum in (4.29)

and continue with (4.22), etc. However, the overhead involved in constructing such a

mesh is worthwhile only in special cases, as described above.

5. The Long Interval. On the "long" interval [/,, /,-] we use the original problem

variables and do not apply the transformation (2.5), because we can deal with the

system (1.1), (1.2) directly in a simpler fashion. Thus our difference equations are

(3.5), (3.6). For ease of presentation we treat Gauss and Lobatto points separately.

Throughout this section we suppress the dependence of the problem coefficients

on e.

5.1. Gauss Points. To examine the stability of the scheme we consider

k

(5.1)   f (y,7- y,) = Eâj,{An(tu)yu + Al2(tu)Zi,) + ru,     l^j^k + i,
h^J,J

1=1

1
(5-2) T-(Z,7 - h) =   E <M^21(/,v)y,7 + ¿22(',i)Zit) + S/,-,

"i /=i
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where ttJ e R", %tJ e Rm. With

(5.3)

and

(5.4)

we rewrite (5.1) as

:= (i 9 /)"

r,*:= M(«-a+i - &?),

(5 -5)     Y bu - y- ) = E a,/ ( Axx ( tu )y,7 + AX2 ( tu )z,7 + r,7 ),       i^j^k,
"i 1=1

k

(5-6) f (y,+1 - y,) = E B,(An(ta)yu + ¿ufa/K + if/) + f if.

With

(5.7) f,7 := Ax2{tIJ)zIJ + r*,       f, = (f(1,... ,ilk)T,

we can consider (5.5), (5.6) separately from (5.2). As in (3.10)-(3.15) we obtain

(5.8) y,+i = r,y, + g; + r*,

where T, and g, are given by (3.15), (3.11)—(3.13) with n replacing n + m, e"l4u

replacing .4 and e_1f, replacing f,. We have

(5.9) jr1 = (/ - k,e-lDAu{Â 9 I))'1 = ehj^hfl - G,)"1,

Gi = DAn(Â 9 I).

As in Eq. (4.15) of Part I we write for the singular matrix G,

(5.10) {ehjlI - Ô,)"1 = {eh^Ci - /)Ôf\

provided that e < h¡\\ofl\\~l. Now,

BG~lCAn = B(Â 9 iylD-¿CAu = (VÂ-1\)I,

where 1 = (1,..., 1) e R*. From (4.17) of Part I,

(5.11) / - BG-lCAn - (1 - KHl)/ = (-1)*/,

and this is the leading term of T¡. We get in (5.8)

(5.12) y, + 1 = (_l)*y( + «ft^iA + H*«!^ ~ !)%% + r-*>

where the matrix /Y, is bounded and depends on b, Â and Axx(tu),j = \,...,k.

Clearly, both /7, and the matrix multiplying f, in (5.12) vary smoothly with /.

Further, since

(5-13) y,J = ¿u(t,j){-íU,J) + £¥u)

(cf. (3.9)), we get for

(5.14) y,My,i>...,y,M
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the equations

(5.15) y, = -D$, - eh-yDAl{eh-lC, - l)0¡% + CAuy,).

Equations (5.12), (5.15) are equivalent to (5.1). We next state and prove the stability

result, recalling (3.50).

Lemma 5.1. There are constants k0 and h0 such that, provided k < k0 and h < h0,

the initial value scheme (5.12), (5.15), (5.2) for i — i,...,i -1 has a unique solution

which satisfies

(5.16) hA<d,       K|Nc{||z,||+ic||y,.|| + ||rJ + ||sA||},

(5.17) ||yA||A<i/+cmax
I < I< i

where c is a constant,

(5.18) d:= c{||yJ+JzJ + ||rJMfàll}>

(5.19) tj := BGjltJ - r*,        / <y < Ï,

(Thus Xj relates to the original inhomogeneities through (5.3), (5.4).)   D

Proof. Consider (5.12), (5.15) with e = 0 first. Together with (5.2), we refer to this

as the "reduced system". Then (5.15) yields

(5.20) Yij = -A-xl(tlj)[AX2{tlJ)zlJ + r*j,       1 <y < *,

and substituting into (5.2), we see that

k

(5.21) hjl{z,j - z,) - £ â,M22(/,7) - An(tu)A^(ta)Au(tu)]zu
i=i

k

= - E aji¿2Atu)r* + V       /' <j < k + 1.
/=i

The difference operator on the left-hand side of this equality is the collocation

scheme for the differential operator

z — [A22 — A2XAxxAX2\z.

Hence standard collocation theory not only implies (5.16) (using (5.20)), but also

yields the explicit dependence of z,, on z,, r*„, s^,,, in terms of a discrete analogue of

the variation of constant formula, as discussed for the box scheme in Weiss [9]. To

derive (5.17), note first that by (5.12),

(5.22) y, = (-l)*(/-%, - E(-1)*('"W)(*<M, - r/)-
7 = '

Hence the contribution of f ■ to (5.17) is correct, in view of (5.7), (5.19).

E(-i)*('-7)=

/ = <
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The remaining term to be dealt with in (5.22) is

M2(v)V¿-i
(5.23) *K-D k(i-l-j).

J = i
A*Mjk)z>\-nVZVjk)íjk ¡

We distinguish between two cases. If k is odd, then we essentially have to consider a

sum of pairs of terms of the form

(5-24) An{tj,)%j, - AaiO-uK-U-

In view of the discrete variation of constant formula mentioned above, the expres-

sion in (5.24) is bounded by c/îy(||z;|| + ||rA||c + ||sA||). The sum in (5.23) is bounded

and (5.17) is obtained. If k is even, then there is no sign alternation in (5.23), but by

(5.9), (5.11),

(5.25) BGJ1 = B(Â 9 Z)"1^,       KÍ_11 = 0.

Thus they'th term in the sum of (5.23) can be written as

(5.26)    È(Â 9 I)'1

A'iMji)AX2{tjX)zjX

Aii\tjk)Al2(tjk)Zjk ^

MiHoMMiKi
= B(Â 9 /)"

^n(',Mi2(<>)2

An{tji)AX2{tjX)zjil'-ji

AlMji)¿u{tji)zj\ljk f-jk j

This brings us to examine again terms like (5.24) and the remainder of the proof is,

therefore, as for the case when k is odd, yielding (5.17).

Next we turn to the "full system" (5.12), (5.15), (5.2), with e > 0. We write it as

the reduced system plus additional terms of size eft"1. We also write the solution as

(5.27) yA(0 = yA(0 + TiA(0,     -A(0 --a(0 + Ja(0.

where yA(/), zA(/) solve the reduced system and

%(0 = fe('j) = o.
Then t|a(/), £a(/) satisfy the "full system" with inhomogeneities r* and r* of size

ehj1 and s(/ = 0. Applying (5.16), (5.17) for the reduced system, we get the bounds

(52g) RII<ci(||y/|| + ||iA|| + W + llKll),

BKl<««(llJíll+M + ll'Éll + iy).
where

(5.29)

i-l

k := e E hjl < k.

For k small enough, a contraction argument now yields the bounds (5.16), (5.17) for

the full system. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1.   Q.E.D.
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Part (a) of Theorem 3.2 now follows for Gauss points.

Next, consider the first n fundamental solution components. The collocation

approximations YA(t), Zx(t) are defined by the homogeneous difference schemes

(3.5), (3.6) and the initial conditions (3.40b). Thus, for the "reduced" problem with

e = 0 we get

(5.30) ZA(/) = 0,      FA(/,.) = (-i)k('--°/,      /<;</".

Furthermore, by repeating the argument of the above lemma it becomes clear that

YA(ti), ZA(/,) are only O(k), O(k) away from /^(z,), ZA(/,), respectively. Thus,

applying the transformation (3.22), (3.51a) is obtained.

Finally, for a smooth solution x(/) = ($$), which may be a transformation of

v/p(t) or of a column of W0(t), consider the approximation error. We write the

difference scheme (5.1), (5.2) for the error, with

ru = eO(hk),   s,, = 0(/if),   rhk+x = eO(hf)

with/) = 2k. From Lemma 5.1 it immediately follows that

(5.31) lly-yA||=o(/M     ||z-zJ=o(a*).

Furthermore, we now show that sharper bounds hold.

Assume for simplicity that the mesh on the long interval is quasiuniform (this

assumption can be easily dispensed with, as in de Boor and Swartz [11]). Then, since yA,

zA are piecewise polynomials of degree at most k and y, z are smooth, we obtain

using (5.31)

(5-32)        ||(y - yA)(/) |,|(z-zA)(/) ||< const,       I = 0,l,...,p + 1.

Consider the approximation error in

(5.33) eA(/):= vA(/) - v(/) = -eL(/)(yA(/) - y(/)) + zA(/) - z(/)

(cf. (2.5), (3.22)). Since (2.7) does not contain the fast solution components any

more, we can follow [11], even though vA(/) is not a polynomial. Thus we write

(5.34) LeA(/):= eA(/) - 2?22(/)eA(/):= +a(0

and note that, since \|>A(/,7) = 0, 1 < / < N, 1 <y < k, \|/A(/) can be written for

/,«*/< ti+l as a remainder of polynomial interpolation using the divided difference

form,

k

(5-35) 4fc(0 = *d'u,.••,'/*,'111('-'«)•
/=i

Upon writing eA(/) in terms of \[*A(/), using Green's function, it becomes apparent

that for /, < / < /,+1, 1 « i < N,

(5.36) eA(/„) = hk+1{%(ti) + 0(h,)) + 0(hp),

for some smooth functions <p7(/), and

(5-37) \h(t,)\\= 0(hp),

provided that ^k)(t) is bounded; see [11]. But, substituting (5.33) into (5.34) and

using (5.32), this is evidently true, hence (5.36), (5.37) are established, yielding

(3.53b).
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Now we replace z - zA by eA in (5.1) and, using (5.36), apply the stability result

(5.17), obtaining

i-i
k(i-l-j) „ ,k + X        ,k+x

lly* - ylL H £ (-1)        *A*+1 + *
,7 = '

for suitable constants Kj satisfying Kj - Kj_x = 0(h).

Thus, if k is odd and (3.52) holds,

(5.38) ||yA - y||A = 0(hk^).

Now, for the slow components z, the improved estimate

(5-39) \\z-zA\=0(hp) + e\\y-yA\

(with (5.31) or (5.38) used for y) is obtained by combining (5.33) and (5.37). This

completes the proof of Theorem 3.2 for Gauss points.

5.2. The Case of Lobatto Points.  For Lobatto points we proceed, as before, to

establish stability first. Consider

(5.40)     eh-l(y¡J - y,) = E aß{ An(tu)yu + .412(/,7)z,7} + r„,
/=i

i < i < i,2 <y'< k,

(5.41)      h-\zu - z,) = E âj^AiMufoi + ¿TibuM + *ij>

Rewrite (5.40) as

(5.42)    eh~\yij - y,) = £ âJt { Au(tU)Vu + ^u('i/)*// + r* } -        2<j<k,
1=1

where

(5.43) E anr* ~ Tu>     rn ~ ri-i,A'
/=!

SO

(5-44)

/r*\

\ r'* /

= (A 91)'

7r«2\

\x* I

-(ff®/)rS

(See Lemma 3.1 of Part I for notation.) Denoting the last rows of (A 91) ! by

[â-k2I,...,â-kkI], we have Llx âl,âlx = -y(-oo) = (-1)* (cf. Eqs. (4.19), (4.20) of
Part I). Thus, the last n rows of (5.44) yield the recursion

(5.45)

where

ift-(-l)     «f-i.* + '<.       }<i<i,

(5-46) f, :=  E alfa,       i < / < ï,
1-2
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whence

(5.47) r*k = i (-i)(*+lx'-'°r, + (-rfk+w-r%,

7=j

and r* is an initial value parameter. Thus, using (5.47), (5.46) and (5.44), we may

consider the form (5.42) for arbitrary inhomogeneities r¡, and initial values y,.

Next, with ifj as in (5.7), we obtain (5.8) where F, and g, are given by (3.2Î), (3.20),

with n replacing n + m, e~lAxx replacing A and e_1f, replacing f,. Then,

(5.48) J-1 = eh?(ehjll - G,)"\       Gt = {Ä9l)DAn,

and we write, as in (5.10), provided that e < A^G,"1!!-1,

(5-49) {eh-'l-G.y^iehj'q-IJGi.

The last rows of G,_1 are

(5.50) A-xl(ti+x){â-k2I,...,â-kkl).

Substituting in (3.21) yields that the difference equations (5.42) are equivalent to

(5.51) y/+1 = (-l)k+lA¡¡(tí+1)Au(ti)yi + A'xi(tl+x)((-l)kiiX - fik)

+ eh;1{H,yi+QÎ,),

where H¡ and Q¡ are bounded matrices independently of e, which vary smoothly with

i. For the other collocation points we obtain in precisely the same way (cf. (3.18))

(5.52) y,, = CijAïMtjUtMM + *!%& +{^J1Ci - l)QtJît,

2«j'<fc-l,

for appropriate constants ctJ and bounded matrices Hn, Qtj. Now, to obtain the

equivalent of Lemma 5.1, set e = 0 in (5.42) (or (5.51)) first. Then

(5.53) y,7 = -A^(tu)(Au{t„)*a + rf,),      1 < i < N, 1 < / « k.

This is substituted in (5.41), obtaining

(5.54) hjl(tu - z,) = £ ¿„{[iM'tf) - ^a('tfMu('tf)^ii('tf)]-ii
i=i

1 < i < N, 2 <y'< k.

These are collocation equations for the decoupled slow components and the usual

stability theory applies. Since, by (5.43), (5.47) and (5.53),

E VafoMífa/fóí = ¿a('MÍ('>y + 0{K\\) + 0(h,)\\yl
i=i

we obtain

(5-55) K«<c{W-rA||yj| + ||SA|| + K||}.

Substitution in (5.53) and use of (5.47) then yield

(5-56) lltfll<c{|y,HI-il + ll-ÁMkrl}.
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(5.57)      ||y/||<c   ||y/||+|k|| + K|| + k||+ max E (-if+w~J)f

A standard contraction argument for e > 0 small then completes the proof of the

following lemma.

Lemma 5.2. There are constants k0 and h0 such that for k < k0, A < A0, the

difference scheme (5.41), (5.42) with y,, z, prescribed has a unique solution which

satisfies (5.55)—(5.57).

Remark. Comparing Lemma 5.2 to Lemma 5.1, note that unlike for Gauss points,

the contribution of y, in (5.55) does not vanish as e -* 0. On the other hand, no

bound like (5.56) is available for Gauss schemes.

This establishes part (a) of Theorem 3.2 for Lobatto points. Next, consider the

collocation approximation to Y^t), ZA(/). Inserting the trial solution

(5.58) ZA(/) - 0,       FA(/,) = (-lYk+W-'W(t,)Mtj)

into the (homogeneous) difference equations (5.41), (5.42), we readily find residuals

of order A, for ZA and ehj1 for YA. Lemma 5.2 then yields (3.51b).

Finally, consider the approximation error for a smooth solution x(/). Writing the

difference equations for the error, we have

r,., = eO(Af),   Sy-O(Af),   rik = eO(hf),   s,k = 0(hf),

where p = 2(k - 1). Proceeding precisely as for Gauss points, we obtain from

Lemma 5.2 the estimates (5.32)—(5.37).

Substituting these estimates in (5.51) interpreted as the equations for the error in

the fast components, we obtain inhomogeneities of the form (-l^q, - q,+1 with

||q,|| = 0(hp), i < / < i, and of the form eAf<p(/(/), where <p(/) is smooth. As in

Theorem 5.2 of Part I (cf. (5.15) there) this readily yields the bound

(5-59) ||yA - y||A < ce,

with e defined in part (c) of Theorem 3.2. Now, combine (5.33), (5.37), (5.59) to

obtain for the slow solution components,

(5.60) ||zA-z||A<c(A' + ee).

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.

6. Numerical Examples. The following numerical results were computed on an

Amdahl 470-V/8 computer with a 14-hexadecimal-digits mantissa. The notation

a - b = a X I0'his used throughout.

Example (Hemker [3]). Consider

(6.1a) eu" +(2 + cosirt)u' - u =/(/),       0 < / < 1,

where

(6.1b) /(/) = -(1 + e7T2)coS7r/ - 7r(2 + C0S7r/)sinir/

-3//E+ (l-. + ¿-¥) e
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«(0) = a,       u(l) = -1.

u(t) = cosTTt +(a - 1)<T3'/E + 0(e2).

subject to

(6.1c)

The solution is

(6.2)

Thus, when a # 1 we have a boundary layer at / = 0 only.

When converting to a first order system note that if we use the usual variables

u, u', then the problem does not have a bounded inverse (since u'(0) - 1/e). Instead

we integrate once, as in Kreiss and Kreiss [4], Kreiss and Nichols [5], obtaining with

y := u the system

(6.3a) ey' = -(2 + cosirt)y + z,

(6.3b) z' = (l -irsinTTt)y +f(t),

(6.3c) y(0) = a,      y(l) = -1.

So our matrix Axx is a negative scalar function of / here.

First we choose a = 1 and use uniform meshes. The results are listed in Table 1,

where under "E" we list the maximum error at mesh points and under "rate" the

measured convergence rate in A. The results for Gauss and Lobatto points confirm

part (c) of Theorem 3.2. In addition, we list for comparison numerical results using

collocation at the unsymmetric Radau points (see Part I). The usage of the latter

schemes is possible here because all the eigenvalues of Axx have the same sign in their

real part. For the examples discussed in Weiss [9] or in Section 6 of Part I, for

instance, the Radau schemes are unstable unless the transformation (2.5) is explicitly

applied (and this time not just for analysis) and the schemes are upwinded.

Therefore, we stay with the symmetric schemes.

Table 1

Example 1 with a smooth solution throughout, e = 10"10

Gauss points

N     cond E rate   k    N
Radau points

cond E rate   k    N

Lobatto points

cond E rate

10

20
40

10

20
40
10

20

40

10

20

40

23 + 3
45 + 3
88 + 3
87 + 2
16 + 3
31 + 3
23 + 3
45 + 3
88 + 3
88 + 2
16 + 3

31 + 3

.64- 1

.16- 1

.40- 2

.47 - 2

.12- 2

.29 - 3

.16 - 3

.98- 5

.61 - 6

.88 - 5

.55 - 6

.34- 7

1

2.0
2.0

2.0

2.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

10
20

40

10

20

40

10
20
40

10

20

40

.62 + 2

.12 + 3

.25 + 3

.66 + 2

.13 + 3

.25 + 3

.66 + 2

.13 + 3

.25 + 3

.66 + 2 .21

.13 + 3 .17

.25 + 3 .13

.20

.10

.53

.33

.40

.49

.18

.54

.17

1
3

4

5

5
7

8
8

10

12

0.9

1.0

3.0

3.0

5.0

5.0

7.0

7.0

10

20

40

10

20
40

.40 + 3 .65-1

.76 + 3 .17-1

.15 + 4 .43-2

.16 + 3

.29 + 3

.55 + 3
4 10 .40 + 3

20
40
10
20

40

.76 + 3

.15 + 4

.16

.29

.55

.30-4

.19- 5

.12 - 6

.41 - 6

.68- 8

.11 - 9

.70 - 10

.28 - 12

.12 - 13

2.0

2.0

4.0

4.0

5.9
6.0

8.0

"rate polluted by roundoff errors

Next we set a = 0, obtaining a steep boundary layer near / = 0. Results are listed

in Table 2. Here the meshes are constructed by taking the corresponding meshes of

Table 1 and adding a layer mesh according to (4.21), (4.22) with X = -X = 3. The

accuracy tolerance 8 is chosen to be just below the smooth solution error for the
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finest mesh in Table 1, for each scheme. Here we list under "E" the maximum error

of all mesh points with "rate" the convergence rate in the maximum mesh width A.

Note the relatively small number of mesh points needed to achieve high accuracy

with the higher-order schemes, particularly of Lobatto types.

Also Usted in Table 2 are some results when 8 <c e •« 1. This is not covered by

our analysis (see part (d) of Theorem 3.1), because we are primarily concerned in

this paper with what happens when e -> 0. However, as indicated by the numerical

results, the analysis can be extended to cover this case as well. Indeed, when 5 ■« e,

then a denser mesh is constructed in the layer regions and this only makes the

situation more regular.

Other examples have been tried as well. In particular, numerical solutions for the

example in Weiss [9], which for some particular values violates condition (3.54), have

been computed. Their behavior is similar to that reported in [9] for the midpoint and

trapezoidal schemes and their discussion is therefore omitted.

Table 2

Example 1 with a boundary layer, a = 0

Gauss points

S N rate

Lobatto points

S N E rate

10" 1.-3

1.-4

1.-7

10" 1.-7

1.-8

32
42
62

20
30
50
26
36
56
22

32
52
25
35
55
21
31
51

.21 - 1

.54-2

.15 -2

.63 -2

.16- 2

.39-3

.10- 3

.62- 5

.39-6

.12 - 4

.73 -6

.45 -7

.10- 3

.62- 5

.38-6

.12-4

.66-6

.26- 7

2.0
1.8

2.0
2.0

4.1

4.0

4.0
4,0

4.1

4.0

4.1
4.6

1.-3

1.-7

1.-10

1.-10

1.-7

1.-10

32
42
62
57
67
87
54
64
84
30

40

60
56
66

86
53
63

83

.13 - 1

.32- 2

.80- 3

.22-4

.13 - 5

.82-7

.75 - 7

.11 - 8

.10- 9

.11 - 9

.70 - 10

.70 - 10

.20-4

.11 - 5

.86 - 7

.61 -7

.11 - 8

.94 - 10

2.0
2.0

4.0
4.0

6.0

3.5

4.2

3.7

5.7
3.6
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